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PRESS RELEASE 
          Friday, 24th July 2015 

StyleLounge Closes Mid Seven-Figure  

Financing Round 

 

StyleLounge, the independent search engine for clothing and lifestyle products, has successfully closed a 

“Series A” round with famous Business Angels in the mid seven-figures. The Hamburg-based start-up is 

planning on investing the newly acquired capital to further its growth. 

 

StyleLounge is a platform for fashion and lifestyle products that has been comparing prices and checking for 

product availability since the beginning of 2015. The products can be filtered for price and other criteria. This 

allows users to find their desired products quickly while comparing listings from our partner shops. Therefore, 

shoppers can save time researching different shops, and immediately buy their searched-for products from 

the cheapest shop. Following the launch of the website in Germany, StyleLounge already has over 100 partner 

shops with more than 1 million products online. These partners include well-known shops such as Zalando, 

Adidas and ABOUT YOU. The founder and CEO of StyleLounge is Johannes Heinen. Currently, he is 

supported by around 50 employees in the mission to give customers easy and cost-conscious access to more 

than 10,000 brands. 

 

The financing is following the company’s rapid expansion within Europe. “We are very excited that 

StyleLounge is growing so quickly and successfully, the new financing is supporting our strong growth. Our 

scalable structures have allowed us to think internationally from the beginning,” said CEO Johannes Heinen. 

The new financing round gives StyleLounge the means to intensify marketing activities and 

internationalization so that they can continue to speed up expansion both in and outside of Europe. 
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About StyleLounge 

StyleLounge is a platform for fashion and lifestyle products that has been comparing prices and checking for 

product availability since the beginning of 2015. Following the launch of the website in Germany, 

StyleLounge already has over 100 partner shops with more than 1 million products online. Under the direction 

of CEO Johannes Heinen, a team of about 50 employees are working to make it possible for customers to 

have easy and cost-conscious access to more than 10,000 brands. 
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